What's in the American Rescue Plan Act for Infants, Toddlers, and their Families?  

Webinar Resource List

The following resources were referenced during the ZERO TO THREE/CLASP webinar on April 6th:

American Rescue Plan Act

*American Rescue Plan Addresses 5 Critical Needs for Babies*, ZERO TO THREE
*How COVID Relief Meets our 5 Critical Needs for Babies*, ZERO TO THREE
*State Implementation of the Historic COVID Child Care Relief and Stabilization Funds*, CLASP

Building Strong Foundations

Resources from the ZERO TO THREE/CLASP [Building Strong Foundations](https://www.zerotothree.org/building-strong-foundations) project.

Infant-Early Childhood Mental Health

*Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health Policy Webinar Series*, ZERO TO THREE
*How to Talk About IECMH Infographic*, ZERO TO THREE
*Planting Seeds in Fertile Ground: Actions Every Policymaker Should Take to Advance Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health*, ZERO TO THREE
*Supporting Resilience in Black Families: Advancing Racial Equity in Early Childhood Mental Health Policy*, ZERO TO THREE

Nutrition

*P-EBT for children under 6 FAQ*, Food Research & Action Center (FRAC)
*Approved state plans for P-EBT* (including states who have approved plans for children under 6), USDA

Economic Security

*Emergency Rental Assistance Program*, Treasury Department
*COVID-19 Emergency Rental Assistance Programs by State*, National Low Income Housing Coalition
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities | EITC and Child Tax Credit Promote Work, Reduce Poverty, and Support Children’s Development, Research Finds: This report provides further research on how the EITC and CTC support children’s development.

Center on Poverty and Social Policy | A Poverty Reduction Analysis of the American Family Act: Provides national and state percentages on how the CTC expansions would reduce child poverty based on race.

Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy | Child Tax Credit Enhancements Under the American Rescue Plan: Provides data on how the ARP CTC changes would benefit children in different income brackets, based on race, and it provides some state-by-state data.

Who Benefits from the Child Tax Credit?: Provides data on the number of children who are left out of CTC under prior law due to having too little in income or not passing the relationship test.

Center on Poverty and Social Policy | Left Behind: The One-Third of Children in Families who Earn too Little to Get the Full Child Tax Credit: This paper also provides data on the number of children ineligible for the full CTC under prior law due to earning too little.

The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, Medicine | A Roadmap to Reducing Child Poverty: This report provides compelling research on how reducing child poverty improves individuals’ health, mental health, educational attainment and earnings into adulthood.

Center on Budget and Policy Priorities | EITC and Child Tax Credit Promote Work, Reduce Poverty, and Support Children’s Development, Research Finds: This report provides further research on how the EITC and CTC support children’s development.

Family Support

State Children’s Trust Funds during COVID-19, Children’s Trust Fund Alliance:

Health Coverage

Implementing American Rescue Plan’s 12-month Postpartum Medicaid Coverage: Federal and State Actions, Georgetown Center for Children and Families

American Rescue Plan Act: Health Coverage Provisions Explained, Georgetown Center for Children and Families

North Carolina

Think Babies North Carolina

Worthy Wages Campaign Advocacy Toolkit, with focus on the early childhood workforce

Additional Resources from ZERO TO THREE
• [Sign up here](#) to receive policy and advocacy news from the ZERO TO THREE Policy Center
• [Babies Build America](#) – use this link to send a message to your Member of Congress urging them to invest in policy solutions that prioritize babies.